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NECESSITY OF MULTIPOLAR FIELDS
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Pair multiplicity factor ~ 105

NECESSITY OF MULTIPOLAR FIELDS

 Mean free path for magnetic pair 
production decreases with 
curvature 

 High pair multiplicity cannot be 
achieved with dipolar fields.
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58 RUDERMAN AND SUTHERLAND Völ. 196 

free path / of a photon of energy ftœ > 2mc2 moving 
through a region of magnetic field is (Erber 1966) 

/4\ 
(e2lñc)mcBL P\3X)’ 

Bl sufficient for a significant probability for pair pro- 
duction, they must go a distance directly propor- 
tional to the field line curvature p. After going a 
distance h, 

B± - hB/p . (20) 
ñco B± 

X ~ 2mc2 Bq 
(x « O • (19) 

Here Bq = m2c3left = 4.4 x 1013 gauss; BL~ B sin 0, 
with 6 the angle between the direction of propagation 
for the photon and the magnetic field B. (The mean 
free path is infinite and no pair production takes place 
if B± = 0.) In a complete discharge of the gap, the 
charged particles produce curvature radiation that 
goes on to produce further pairs that are accelerated 
and produce more pair-producing curvature radia- 
tion, until a pair avalanche is formed (fig. 3). Such a 
discharge will grow exponentially in time when the 
relevant photon mean free path / becomes comparable 
to the gap thickness h. We shall consider a quasi- 
steady discharge in which l x h\ the precise value of / 
is not too important, since the useful condition we 
derive specifies x of equation (19) and small changes in 
X correspond to exponentially large changes in /. 
(The extreme sensitivity of the discharge growth to 
small variations of the gap thickness may be reflected 
in the erratic nature of pulsar subpulses.) Curvature 
radiation photons are initially made almost tangent to 
B so that locally sin 9 = BJB # l/y æ 0. To reach a 

From equation (19), the condition that the curvature 
radiation photons produce a pair in the gap is that 
X~r ^ 15, so that 

3ñc(eQBh2y 1 A I? ^ 1 
2 p [ me3 j 2mc2 pBq~ 15’ 1 ' 

or 
h x 5 x 103/)62/7P3/7^12-4/7 cm , (22) 

where B12 = P'BJIO12 gauss, p6 = p/106 cm, and P is 
the pulsar period. In subsequent calculations we 
assume that the typical radius of curvature of the 
magnetic field lines very near the pulsar surface is 
~ 106 cm. This would not be the case if the field were 
strictly dipolar, but it seems more reasonable to 
assume the field has many higher multipole compo- 
nents which will contribute most strongly near the 
surface; in any case h is only weakly dependent on />. 
We emphasize that the fundamental criterion for 
determining the gap parameters, 15, has very 
little latitude so that curvature photon energies do not 
depend sensitively upon other, unknown, parameters: 

Fig. 3.—Breakdown of the polar gap. The solid lines are 
polar field lines of average radius of curvature p\ for a pure 
dipole field p ~ (Rc/Q.)112 ~ 108P112 cm, but for a realistic 
pulsar one expects p ~ 106 cm if many multipoles contribute 
near the surface. A photon (of energy > 2 me2) produces an 
electron-positron at 1. The electric field of the gap accelerates 
the positron out of the gap and accelerates the electron toward 
the stellar surface. The electron moves along a curved field 
line and radiates an energetic photon at 2 which goes on to 
produce a pair at 3 once it has a sufficient component of its 
momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field. This cascade 
of pair production—acceleration of electrons and positrons 
along curved field lines—curvature radiation—pair production 
results in a “spark” breakdown of the gap. 

£ph - y3ftc[p oc WBWp-1 oc {pbil3B~3)m . 

The potential difference across the gap for Bs = 
1012 gauss, Q = 277, and p = 106 cm is 

AF ä = 1.6 x 1012£12-1/7P-1/7p64/7 V , (23) 

so that electrons and positrons in the gap may be 
accelerated to relativistic energies with y ~ 3 x 106. 
The component of the electric field along B in the 
gap is 

QD 
E~2^(h-z), (24) 

which vanishes at the top z = h. At the bottom, 
z = 0, with h ~ 5 x 103cm, P = 1 s, the electric 
field is of order 109Vcm“1 at breakdown, entirely 
negligible relative to that needed to pull ions from the 
surface. 

It remains to be shown that the curvature radiation 
from the particles produced and accelerated in the gap 
can lead to a quasi-steady discharge of the gap once h 
grows to the value determined by equation (22). We 
have considered the energies achieved by particles 
accelerated in the gap, the typical photon energies of 
the curvature radiation, and the mean free path of 
these photons: it is not guaranteed that an “interest- 
ing” number of photons is produced per charged 
particle as it traverses the gap. The rate of energy loss 
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NECESSITY OF MULTIPOLAR FIELDS
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free path / of a photon of energy ftœ > 2mc2 moving 
through a region of magnetic field is (Erber 1966) 

/4\ 
(e2lñc)mcBL P\3X)’ 

Bl sufficient for a significant probability for pair pro- 
duction, they must go a distance directly propor- 
tional to the field line curvature p. After going a 
distance h, 

B± - hB/p . (20) 
ñco B± 

X ~ 2mc2 Bq 
(x « O • (19) 

Here Bq = m2c3left = 4.4 x 1013 gauss; BL~ B sin 0, 
with 6 the angle between the direction of propagation 
for the photon and the magnetic field B. (The mean 
free path is infinite and no pair production takes place 
if B± = 0.) In a complete discharge of the gap, the 
charged particles produce curvature radiation that 
goes on to produce further pairs that are accelerated 
and produce more pair-producing curvature radia- 
tion, until a pair avalanche is formed (fig. 3). Such a 
discharge will grow exponentially in time when the 
relevant photon mean free path / becomes comparable 
to the gap thickness h. We shall consider a quasi- 
steady discharge in which l x h\ the precise value of / 
is not too important, since the useful condition we 
derive specifies x of equation (19) and small changes in 
X correspond to exponentially large changes in /. 
(The extreme sensitivity of the discharge growth to 
small variations of the gap thickness may be reflected 
in the erratic nature of pulsar subpulses.) Curvature 
radiation photons are initially made almost tangent to 
B so that locally sin 9 = BJB # l/y æ 0. To reach a 

From equation (19), the condition that the curvature 
radiation photons produce a pair in the gap is that 
X~r ^ 15, so that 

3ñc(eQBh2y 1 A I? ^ 1 
2 p [ me3 j 2mc2 pBq~ 15’ 1 ' 

or 
h x 5 x 103/)62/7P3/7^12-4/7 cm , (22) 

where B12 = P'BJIO12 gauss, p6 = p/106 cm, and P is 
the pulsar period. In subsequent calculations we 
assume that the typical radius of curvature of the 
magnetic field lines very near the pulsar surface is 
~ 106 cm. This would not be the case if the field were 
strictly dipolar, but it seems more reasonable to 
assume the field has many higher multipole compo- 
nents which will contribute most strongly near the 
surface; in any case h is only weakly dependent on />. 
We emphasize that the fundamental criterion for 
determining the gap parameters, 15, has very 
little latitude so that curvature photon energies do not 
depend sensitively upon other, unknown, parameters: 

Fig. 3.—Breakdown of the polar gap. The solid lines are 
polar field lines of average radius of curvature p\ for a pure 
dipole field p ~ (Rc/Q.)112 ~ 108P112 cm, but for a realistic 
pulsar one expects p ~ 106 cm if many multipoles contribute 
near the surface. A photon (of energy > 2 me2) produces an 
electron-positron at 1. The electric field of the gap accelerates 
the positron out of the gap and accelerates the electron toward 
the stellar surface. The electron moves along a curved field 
line and radiates an energetic photon at 2 which goes on to 
produce a pair at 3 once it has a sufficient component of its 
momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field. This cascade 
of pair production—acceleration of electrons and positrons 
along curved field lines—curvature radiation—pair production 
results in a “spark” breakdown of the gap. 

£ph - y3ftc[p oc WBWp-1 oc {pbil3B~3)m . 

The potential difference across the gap for Bs = 
1012 gauss, Q = 277, and p = 106 cm is 

AF ä = 1.6 x 1012£12-1/7P-1/7p64/7 V , (23) 

so that electrons and positrons in the gap may be 
accelerated to relativistic energies with y ~ 3 x 106. 
The component of the electric field along B in the 
gap is 

QD 
E~2^(h-z), (24) 

which vanishes at the top z = h. At the bottom, 
z = 0, with h ~ 5 x 103cm, P = 1 s, the electric 
field is of order 109Vcm“1 at breakdown, entirely 
negligible relative to that needed to pull ions from the 
surface. 

It remains to be shown that the curvature radiation 
from the particles produced and accelerated in the gap 
can lead to a quasi-steady discharge of the gap once h 
grows to the value determined by equation (22). We 
have considered the energies achieved by particles 
accelerated in the gap, the typical photon energies of 
the curvature radiation, and the mean free path of 
these photons: it is not guaranteed that an “interest- 
ing” number of photons is produced per charged 
particle as it traverses the gap. The rate of energy loss 
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free path / of a photon of energy ftœ > 2mc2 moving 
through a region of magnetic field is (Erber 1966) 

/4\ 
(e2lñc)mcBL P\3X)’ 

Bl sufficient for a significant probability for pair pro- 
duction, they must go a distance directly propor- 
tional to the field line curvature p. After going a 
distance h, 

B± - hB/p . (20) 
ñco B± 

X ~ 2mc2 Bq 
(x « O • (19) 

Here Bq = m2c3left = 4.4 x 1013 gauss; BL~ B sin 0, 
with 6 the angle between the direction of propagation 
for the photon and the magnetic field B. (The mean 
free path is infinite and no pair production takes place 
if B± = 0.) In a complete discharge of the gap, the 
charged particles produce curvature radiation that 
goes on to produce further pairs that are accelerated 
and produce more pair-producing curvature radia- 
tion, until a pair avalanche is formed (fig. 3). Such a 
discharge will grow exponentially in time when the 
relevant photon mean free path / becomes comparable 
to the gap thickness h. We shall consider a quasi- 
steady discharge in which l x h\ the precise value of / 
is not too important, since the useful condition we 
derive specifies x of equation (19) and small changes in 
X correspond to exponentially large changes in /. 
(The extreme sensitivity of the discharge growth to 
small variations of the gap thickness may be reflected 
in the erratic nature of pulsar subpulses.) Curvature 
radiation photons are initially made almost tangent to 
B so that locally sin 9 = BJB # l/y æ 0. To reach a 

From equation (19), the condition that the curvature 
radiation photons produce a pair in the gap is that 
X~r ^ 15, so that 

3ñc(eQBh2y 1 A I? ^ 1 
2 p [ me3 j 2mc2 pBq~ 15’ 1 ' 

or 
h x 5 x 103/)62/7P3/7^12-4/7 cm , (22) 

where B12 = P'BJIO12 gauss, p6 = p/106 cm, and P is 
the pulsar period. In subsequent calculations we 
assume that the typical radius of curvature of the 
magnetic field lines very near the pulsar surface is 
~ 106 cm. This would not be the case if the field were 
strictly dipolar, but it seems more reasonable to 
assume the field has many higher multipole compo- 
nents which will contribute most strongly near the 
surface; in any case h is only weakly dependent on />. 
We emphasize that the fundamental criterion for 
determining the gap parameters, 15, has very 
little latitude so that curvature photon energies do not 
depend sensitively upon other, unknown, parameters: 

Fig. 3.—Breakdown of the polar gap. The solid lines are 
polar field lines of average radius of curvature p\ for a pure 
dipole field p ~ (Rc/Q.)112 ~ 108P112 cm, but for a realistic 
pulsar one expects p ~ 106 cm if many multipoles contribute 
near the surface. A photon (of energy > 2 me2) produces an 
electron-positron at 1. The electric field of the gap accelerates 
the positron out of the gap and accelerates the electron toward 
the stellar surface. The electron moves along a curved field 
line and radiates an energetic photon at 2 which goes on to 
produce a pair at 3 once it has a sufficient component of its 
momentum perpendicular to the magnetic field. This cascade 
of pair production—acceleration of electrons and positrons 
along curved field lines—curvature radiation—pair production 
results in a “spark” breakdown of the gap. 

£ph - y3ftc[p oc WBWp-1 oc {pbil3B~3)m . 

The potential difference across the gap for Bs = 
1012 gauss, Q = 277, and p = 106 cm is 

AF ä = 1.6 x 1012£12-1/7P-1/7p64/7 V , (23) 

so that electrons and positrons in the gap may be 
accelerated to relativistic energies with y ~ 3 x 106. 
The component of the electric field along B in the 
gap is 

QD 
E~2^(h-z), (24) 

which vanishes at the top z = h. At the bottom, 
z = 0, with h ~ 5 x 103cm, P = 1 s, the electric 
field is of order 109Vcm“1 at breakdown, entirely 
negligible relative to that needed to pull ions from the 
surface. 

It remains to be shown that the curvature radiation 
from the particles produced and accelerated in the gap 
can lead to a quasi-steady discharge of the gap once h 
grows to the value determined by equation (22). We 
have considered the energies achieved by particles 
accelerated in the gap, the typical photon energies of 
the curvature radiation, and the mean free path of 
these photons: it is not guaranteed that an “interest- 
ing” number of photons is produced per charged 
particle as it traverses the gap. The rate of energy loss 
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X-ray Emission from near the 
Neutron star surface

Charged particles accelerated 
in a gap close to the poles

Charge bombardment on 
polar cap leads to local 
heating

At ~ 1 million K, 
predominantly X-rays
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Conservation of Magnetic Flux

MEASURE THE POLAR CAP AREA

BSurf ·Apc = Bdip ·Apc,dip
<latexit sha1_base64="bJhCZNxyFkXK+xoVni5z9ReGO6w=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCQi6EasdeOyon1AE8JkMmmHTiZhZiKUkM9x46+4EVGkW7/EaZqFth4YOJxzL3fO8RNGpbKsibG0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7HRmnApM2jlksej6ShFFO2ooqRnqJICjyGen6o9up330iQtKYP6pxQtwIDTgNKUZKS5553fQyR0TwIRVh7uAgVvBmpiQ4h1ewtAOazLunheiZNatuFYCLxC5JDZRoeea7E8Q4jQhXmCEp+7aVKDdDQlHMSF51UkkShEdoQPqachQR6WZF0BweayWAYSz04woW6u+NDEVSjiNfT0ZIDeW8NxX/8/qpCi/djPIkVYTj2aEwZVDFcNqajioIVmysCcKC6r9CPEQCYaW7reoS7PnIi6RzVretun1/Xms0yzoq4BAcgRNggwvQAHegBdoAg2fwCj7Ap/FivBlfxmQ2umSUOwfgD4zvH8DFpcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bJhCZNxyFkXK+xoVni5z9ReGO6w=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCQi6EasdeOyon1AE8JkMmmHTiZhZiKUkM9x46+4EVGkW7/EaZqFth4YOJxzL3fO8RNGpbKsibG0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7HRmnApM2jlksej6ShFFO2ooqRnqJICjyGen6o9up330iQtKYP6pxQtwIDTgNKUZKS5553fQyR0TwIRVh7uAgVvBmpiQ4h1ewtAOazLunheiZNatuFYCLxC5JDZRoeea7E8Q4jQhXmCEp+7aVKDdDQlHMSF51UkkShEdoQPqachQR6WZF0BweayWAYSz04woW6u+NDEVSjiNfT0ZIDeW8NxX/8/qpCi/djPIkVYTj2aEwZVDFcNqajioIVmysCcKC6r9CPEQCYaW7reoS7PnIi6RzVretun1/Xms0yzoq4BAcgRNggwvQAHegBdoAg2fwCj7Ap/FivBlfxmQ2umSUOwfgD4zvH8DFpcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bJhCZNxyFkXK+xoVni5z9ReGO6w=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCQi6EasdeOyon1AE8JkMmmHTiZhZiKUkM9x46+4EVGkW7/EaZqFth4YOJxzL3fO8RNGpbKsibG0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7HRmnApM2jlksej6ShFFO2ooqRnqJICjyGen6o9up330iQtKYP6pxQtwIDTgNKUZKS5553fQyR0TwIRVh7uAgVvBmpiQ4h1ewtAOazLunheiZNatuFYCLxC5JDZRoeea7E8Q4jQhXmCEp+7aVKDdDQlHMSF51UkkShEdoQPqachQR6WZF0BweayWAYSz04woW6u+NDEVSjiNfT0ZIDeW8NxX/8/qpCi/djPIkVYTj2aEwZVDFcNqajioIVmysCcKC6r9CPEQCYaW7reoS7PnIi6RzVretun1/Xms0yzoq4BAcgRNggwvQAHegBdoAg2fwCj7Ap/FivBlfxmQ2umSUOwfgD4zvH8DFpcQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bJhCZNxyFkXK+xoVni5z9ReGO6w=">AAACKHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCQi6EasdeOyon1AE8JkMmmHTiZhZiKUkM9x46+4EVGkW7/EaZqFth4YOJxzL3fO8RNGpbKsibG0vLK6tl7ZqG5ube/smnv7HRmnApM2jlksej6ShFFO2ooqRnqJICjyGen6o9up330iQtKYP6pxQtwIDTgNKUZKS5553fQyR0TwIRVh7uAgVvBmpiQ4h1ewtAOazLunheiZNatuFYCLxC5JDZRoeea7E8Q4jQhXmCEp+7aVKDdDQlHMSF51UkkShEdoQPqachQR6WZF0BweayWAYSz04woW6u+NDEVSjiNfT0ZIDeW8NxX/8/qpCi/djPIkVYTj2aEwZVDFcNqajioIVmysCcKC6r9CPEQCYaW7reoS7PnIi6RzVretun1/Xms0yzoq4BAcgRNggwvQAHegBdoAg2fwCj7Ap/FivBlfxmQ2umSUOwfgD4zvH8DFpcQ=</latexit>

> 1012G < Apc,dip ⇠ 1012G
2⇡2R3

cP
<latexit sha1_base64="opJX2TMUy2QQZ2yyPpPKaLRzLQw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="opJX2TMUy2QQZ2yyPpPKaLRzLQw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="opJX2TMUy2QQZ2yyPpPKaLRzLQw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="opJX2TMUy2QQZ2yyPpPKaLRzLQw=">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</latexit>
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Blackbody Emission

MEASURE THE BLACKBODY AREA

F = �T 4 A
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Beamed Emission

BEAMED EMISSION MODELS

Polar plots of specific intensity from Hydrogen, 
Helium, and Iron atmospheres (dash-dotted, 
dashed, and solid) Zavlin, Pavlov, & Shibanov, 1996

 Blackbody emission is isotropic 

 Reprocessed BB emission 
anisotropy in energy dependent.
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Blackbody and Atmosphere models are degenerate
Polar cap area estimate is unreliable

MEASURE THE POLAR CAP AREA

Spectra fit with Blackbody and Atmosphere modelsBlackbody and Atmosphere emission area compared to Dipolar polar cap area
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Spectral analysis degenerate 
even for high S/N spectra

EVIDENCE FOR BLACKBODY

BB

H atm.

Zavlin, V. E. et al., 1996

Blackbody and Hydrogen atmosphere spectrum 

Spectral fits for J0437-4715                        
Bogdanov, S., 2012
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Polar Cap Area

THE TRADITIONAL METHOD

Weak predictive power with current 
data and telescopes.

Requires high S/N observations at 
energies in which thermal PC 
emission dominates.

We are trying to show how the method 
is usually misused in current literature.
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MEASURE THE OFFSET
 THERMAL EMISSION 

AND 
RADIO EMISSION
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Predictable Alignments of Emission from Dipolar Region

MEASURE THE X-RAY RADIO OFFSET

 Thermal radiation from the surface 
and radio emission regions see a dipole 

 Close alignment of thermal emission 
peak and radio emission core 
components
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Thermal X-ray and Radio Offset from Non-dipolar Fields

MEASURE THE X-RAY RADIO OFFSET

 Radio emission regions still from 
dipolar region 

 Thermal emission from foot of open 
field lines
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X-ray — Radio Phase-Aligned Profiles

MEASURE THE X-RAY RADIO OFFSET

PSR B1133+16
Szary et al., 2017

PSR B0656+14
De Luca et al., 2005
Also, see Arumugasamy et al., 2018

PSR B1055-52
De Luca et al., 2005
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JUMP1

Radio timing solution for J0108-1431 with X-ray pulse 
offset measurement

1.4 GHz radio TOAs

0.15—2 keV X-ray TOAs

Residuals after fitting radio TOAs

X-ray pulsation profile

X-ray — Radio Offset Measurement
J0108–1431
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X-ray — Radio Offset Measurement

MEASURE THE X-RAY RADIO OFFSET
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Emission Profile
 Offset

THE ALTERNATIVE METHOD

Need a good sample with reliable 
thermal X-ray and radio offsets

Alignment =/= Dipolar
Mis-alignment == Multipolar
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Polar Cap Area

Emission Profile
 Offset

EVIDENCE OF MULTIPOLAR FIELDS

Qualitative but very promising method

Weak predictive power with current 
data and telescopes
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Landau Level Transition in High B-field

MEASURE THE CYCLOTRON LINE
�E =

~ eB
mc
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M.H. van Kerkwijk · D.L. Kaplan, Astrophys 
Space Sci, 2007
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Proton Cyclotron Lines in High-B Neutron Stars

MEASURE THE CYCLOTRON LINE

Bignami et al., Nature, 2003

1E1207.4–5209
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Weak Absorption (-like) Features in Radio Pulsars

MEASURE THE CYCLOTRON LINE
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Arumugasamy et al., 2018

Arumugasamy et al., 2019, In prep.

Arumugasamy et al., 2015

Kargaltsev et al., 2012
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PSR J0659+1414PSR J0108-1431

Arumugasamy et al., 2018
Arumugasamy et al., 2019, In prep.

M.H. van Kerkwijk · D.L. Kaplan, 
Astrophys Space Sci, 2007

Proton Cyclotron Interpretation
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Very few detections

Stronger evidence and detailed 
modelling needed for confirmation

Cyclotron Absorption
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Polar Cap Area

Cyclotron Absorption

Emission Profile
 Offset

EVIDENCE OF MULTIPOLAR FIELDS

Qualitative but very promising method

Stronger evidence from 1-2 
sources likely

Weak predictive power with current 
data and telescopes


